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THE INFLUENCE OF GAS STW6 AND MAGNETIC FIELDS ON ELECTRIC DISWARGES 

PART 4. ARCS MOVmG ALONG STRAIGHT PAPALLEL ELECTRODES 

Qr 

V. W. Adams 

This report is a contlnuatlon of the experimental work jn air at one 

atmosphere on the motion of d.c. arcs alang straight open-ended electrodes 

already reported in Part 3 of this series. The esrlzcr work with the self- 

field due to the arc current m the electrodes in the s?mme direction as the 

applied ma&n&x fxld has been ertended to mclude results with fxlds up 

to 1.0 wbg. Results are also given for three eiectrod~? materials with 

electrical connections azanged so t'nct the self-field is eliminated, and are 

shown to differ from those where the self-f:+id iz present and apFrcximately 

calculated. 

A method, employing similarity paraneters given bjr l?autov and Zhukov, of 

collating data on arc n,otlon In transverse mognetrc fieids 1.3 used to coqare 

results for ihe present series of report& with other published dat3, and is 

shown to be effective for a wide range of parameters frotti elevtin different 

papers, including the present results. 

Arc notion with a iow-vclocicy iqos;d au flor; alofig and relatlw to 

the electrodes has been studled, and the sunple notion that the algebraic 

difference between the arc veiocitws relative to the electrodes in still 

and moving au is equal to the iirposed air velocity 1s found to be only 

approximately true when the air stream acts ?gomst the arc motion. 

* Replaces R.A.E. Technical Report 67077 - A.R.C. 29302. 
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1 IETROWCTION 

* Experimental results on the behaviour of direct-current arc discharges in 

air at a pressure of one atmosphere propelled along various electrode systems 
I,2 

. by magnetic fields have been published in previous reports . The present 

report is concerned with arcs moving along a pair cf straight, parallel, 

horizontal open-ended electrodes at one atmosphere, and falls into four parts:- 

(1) Extension of the previous work on straight brass electrodes with 

current connections to one end as shown in Fig.l(a) 60 that the self-magnetic 

field (i.e. the field at the arc of the arc current in the electrodes) is in 

the same direction as the externclly applied magnetic field. In this work an 

allowance is made for the self-field using the method of calculation given in 

Ref.2. The previous results using an arc current of 3700 amp have been 

extended to include results in a total magnetic field (externally applied 

field plus self-field) of 1.0 W%/m2, resulting in a maximum arc velocity of 

580 m/s (Mach Eo.l.65). 

. 

(2) The motion of arcs on straight electrodes where the self-field is, 

as far as possible, eliminated. In addition to brass electrodes for comparison 

with the previous work, aluminium and copper electrodes are used. For the 

earher work where the self-field IS calcuialxd rt is thought that the total 

magnetic field i.e. applied field plus self-field, cannot be accurately 

determined at the arc position because of an asymmetric current distribution 

in the electrodes. Thus, in order to eliminate the self-field and obtain 

results more nearly representing the effects of the accurately known values 

of the applied field, balanced current connections are made to both ends of the 

electrodes, (Fig.l(b)). For practical rs;lsons this limited arc currents, 

for the present apprrratus, to 1000 amp or abaat one quarter of the previous 

maximum. The applied field has not yet bien taken beyond 0.12 Wb/m2. 

(3) Collation of data on the motion of arcs in transverse magnetic 

fields using non-dimensional simiixity parameters given by Bautov and 

Zhukod . The results in the present series of reports are compared with other 

published data for arcs moving in air at one atnos?hzre. 

(4) The motion of arcs on straight el,ectrode s with an imposed air flow 

relative to the electrodes either aiding or, opposing the effect of the Lorentz 

force (I X B) on the arc. These experiments necessitated, for practical 

reasons, the use of electrical connections only to the do-istream ends of the 

electrodes. Hence, it is not possible to eliminate the self-field. With the 

Lorentz force and air flowopposed, the self-field is in the same direction as 
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the externally applied field. On the other hand, with the Lorentz force and air 

flow in the same direction, the electrode polarity, and hence the Lorentz force, 

iS reversed and the self-field opposes the applied field. Corrections for the 

self-field were made accordingly; the method of calculation given in Ref.2, 

although approximate, was used. The electrodes were enclosed in a duct which 

limited arc currents to 600 amp. However, results were obtained for fields up 

to I .o wb/m*. 

2 APPARATUS AND MEASURING TECHNIQUES 

The arc power supplies and electromagnet providing the vertical external 

driving field have been described in Ref.2. 

2.1 Electrodes and ducts 

The electrodes used for experiments in still air conalsted of a pair of 

horizontal, flat brass bars, 1.2 m x 0.038 m X 0.0033 m, the arcs being started 

at one end and confined to the edges (0.0033 m wide). Arc starting was by 

either fusing a short length of wire, or using a piece of foldEd metal foil 

between the electrodes2. The electrodes were insulated on the qpcr and lower 

surfaces with refractory insulating material. 

For the experiments with imposed air flows relative to the electrodes, a 

pair of flat, horizontal brass bars 0.0033 mthick were used in a long duct as 

shown In Fig.2. The air flour, provided by a centrifuge1 blower was fed to the 

duct by a flexible rubberised fabric hose 0.2 m in diameter. Experiments were 

made with the imposed flows (including zero flow) either, in the same direction 

es or, against the Lorentz force on the arc. The top of the duct was made of 

pfrspex to permit optical observations. To pronde higher flow velocities in 

the arc gap the duct cross-section was reduced first by wooden spacers and 

finally, by a resin bonded paper tube fitted with perspex windows, Fig.3. 

The method of arc starting was dependent on the directron of air flow relative 

to the arc motion. For flows against the arc motion successful arc starting 

was only achieved by providing a stagnant region at the downstream end of the 

eiectrodes and hence it was convenient to use a piece of metal foil. For flows 

with the arc motion no stagnant region was necessary and it was more convenifnt 

to start the arc by fusing a wire. 

2.2 Measuring techniques 

Measurements of the mean src velocity, the total arc voltage and arc 

current were recorded on a Polaroid camera and Tektronix type 502A oscilloscope 

using the optical probes and apparatus described in Ref.2. Minimum values Of 
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the arc voltage were measured from t‘ne records since it was considered that 

these correspond to arc lengths equal to tha ejectrode spacing. Tvo optical 

probes fixed 0.5 3~0.001 m apart and about 5 cm above the centre of the arc gap 

were used for velocity measurement, and a third probe, placed in front of the 

first of the two measurxng probes and 3.2 m from the starting position of the 

arc was used to trigger the oscilloscope. In this way sny effects due to the 

initial starting period of the arc wara avoided. 

Double end current connections necessitated the use of a different 

arrzngament for current and voltage measurements, as shown in Fig.l(b). In 

this case the arc voltages were meesured by using two Tektronix type 6017 ten 

times attenuation probes connected one to each electrode, the output signals 

with respect to the earthed connccticn being algebraically added by making 

use of the differential operation of the oscilloscope input amplifier. Thus, 

with t'flis method the mcasur~d voltage was proportional to the difference between 

the two input voltages from the electrodes. 

The probe signals, corresponrling to the transit time of the arc past the 

two measuring stations, were reduced by a suitabic attenuator and superimposed 

on t'ne arc current signal by mskin g use of the differential input to t'ne second 

beam of the osciLloscope. In this way, one two beam oscilloscope was used for 

recording arc voltage, current and velocity on a corzrion time scale, SEE Fig.4. 

Previously it was reported' that the arc current records contalned high 

frequency noise signals which were clminoted by means of a low pass fil.ter, 

e.g. Fig.4. However, the H.F. noise was subsequently traced to its source and 

the source eliminated. No difference in the res~ults was apparent from this 

change. 

The applied magnetic fields were taken from calibration curves of magnet 

supply current against magnetic field obtaxncd by using either, a search coil 

and fluxmeter for fields up to 0.15 Wb/n2 or, a E&l1 probe fluxmeter 
4 

accurate 

to _+I% for the higher range up to 1.0 Wb/n2. The two methods were found to be 

compatible over an overlappping range up to 0.15 Wb/m2. The self-field due to 

the arc current in the e1:ctrode.s was, where appropriate, caiculatcd using the 

method given in Ref.2 and a correction made to the applied field. 

The accuracy of the mcasurmg techniqxs has bc-tn discussed in the 

previous reports of this series end typical observation errors are shown in 

tnc plotted experimental results. A list of errors for all ~aremetzrs used 

is given with tne list of syt!bols. 
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2.3 Photographic observations 

High speed photographs of the monng arcs IR the ~revmus reports were 

obtained using a Fastax rotating prism camera (lOL frames per second), and it 

was found that changes in tine arc shape occurred between successive frames 

probably due to insufficient framing speed of the camera. It was thus decided 

that a higher framing rat* of at least IO5 ?~ctures per second would be 

required. The sxnplest and most economical camera providing this facility 
5 appeared to be the aperture - scanning type used for circuit breaker research, 

and a camera of this type was made at R.A.E. using drawings provided by 

A. Reyrolle and Co. 

3 EXPERIMFPITAL RESULTS 

The results are collected together in Figs 5 to 17. The extensions to 

the results for single end connections using brass electrodes are shown in 

Figs.5 to 7, while Figs.8 to 15 are for electrodes (brass, copper or aluminium) 

with double end connections and Flgs.16 and 17 are for arcs with &posed air 

flows along the elactrodes. 
n 

It was found’ that the arc velocities were consistent only after several 

arc runs had been made end visible tracks appeared on the electrodes. Thus, 

the results are for electrodes used between 10 and 100 times. 

The photographic observations with the framing speed now avaxlablc 

(IO5 pictures per second) showed that the changes m arc shape were gradual 

with many fewer abrupt changes between successive frames. 

We now consider the results for each of the three types of experiment in 

turn before discussing them in a later section. 

3.1 Extension of results with brass tfectrodcs and single end connections 

The mean arc velocities, U, and minimum values of arc voltage, V, are 

platted against magnetic field, B, in Figs.5 and 6 respectively, for an arc 

current, I, of 3650 Yi50 amp. They are swn to follow the trend of the previous 

results. Calculated values of the induced voltage due to the arc motion in the 

magnetic field are shown to be negligible, Fig.6. The earlier work has also 

been extended by determining the variation of arc velocity witn current and 

field for a larger arc gap, Fig.7. 
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3.2 Electrodes with double end ccnnections 

This configuration eliminated as far as possible the self-field due to 

the arc current in the clcctrodes , and the results may be compared with those 

of the earlier work2 where the self-field was calculated. 

The mean arc velocities are plotted in Figs.8 to 12 egainst arc current 

for each electrode material and a range of gap widths, d, and applied magnetic 

fields. The variation of velocity with ar c current and magnetic field is 

different for each material, and in particular the brass results differ from 

those for the axperiments corrected for single end cOnncctions2, (See 

section 4 and Table I). 

Minimum values of arc voltage, V, against applied magnetic field and arc 

current are given in Figs.13 to 15. It may be shown that, with the exception 

of aluminium, a plot of V against the electrode spacing, d, gives curves with 

slopes similar to those obtained for experiments with single end COnneCtiOns 
2 

. 

3.3 Brass electrodes with single end connections and imposed air flows 

The connections to these electrodes had to be made to the downstream ends 

and corrections for the self-field at the arc gap were made accordingly. With 

the air flow and arc motion opposed the arcs were started at the downstream 

ends of the electrodes and the self-field was added to the applied field. 

Alternatively, with the air flow and arc motion in the same direction the arcs 

were started at the upstream ends of the electrodes with reversed electrode 

polarity and the self-field was subtracted from the applied field. The maximum 
velocity of the air flow was calculated from measurements made after the arc had 

travelled along the electrodes with a 0.32 cm diameter Pitot tube held at a 

point midway between the electrodes. No correction was made for the proximity 

of the electrodes to the Pitot tube. Measurements made with the tube adJacent 

to the electrode edges gave a value for the velocity about 3/k of that at the 

gap centre. 

The results are shown in Figs.16 and I7 where the arc velocity relative 

to the electrodes, U, and the minimum arc voltage, V, are plotted against the 

magnetic field for each air flow velocity. It can be seen from Fig.16 that 

with the air flow and arc motson in the same direction the condition was 

reached where there was no net magnetic field and the arc was driven by the 

gas stream. The arc velocity was then about $ the air flow velocity. 
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Some attexpts were nlso made to r,pproach the condition of zero arc velocity 

with the gas strean opposing the arc notion by removing the externally cpglied 

field, so that the arc was driven only by the self-magnetic field. However, 

because of the err&x behcviour of the VC: md possTble domnge to the electrodes 

no velocity measurerxnts were obtnined. 

High speed photographic observations of the arc showed that the shape of 

the luminous column when moving under the nctlon either, of the irposed gas 

strean in the same direction as the arc notion ?nd no cpplled Icagnetic field 

or,of the gcs stream plus zn externally applied field, differed from the 

shape for WCS moving through six11 nu In a transverse magnetic field. For 

arcs moving through still air the luminous column was zpproxunatcL~ stmlght2, 

whereas for w‘cs SubJected to an nddltio no1 gcs flow along the dircctlon of 

motion the luminous colun?n was cusp shaped with the apex of the cusp pointing 

in the dirfction of motion, cs shown in Flg.18. The rclotive posltions of the 

frees (approximately IO5 per second) In this photograph are due to the camera 

design, described In Ref.4. 

4 DISCUSSION 

The results described In scctlon 3 will now be consz.dwed In more detail 

and the discussion falls into four pxts. 

4.1 Effective drag ?re,-. of crc 

Assuming that the arc cauxs n displncawnt of the extcrnrl gcs which 

does not close downstream (i.e. c w&e IS fonr.ed) it 1s possible to nssign a 
2 

chnrwterlstic frontal arec to the crc . This is the effective drag orea, A, 

of the arc, so that the drag or retwding fort 2 nzy be equated to the over311 

Iorentz force:- 

+J2A = Bid 

where p is the density of the surrounding gas. Using th;s eyation It is 

possible to wlcul?te values of A for the range of U B ad I used. 

I.e., 

A = 2BId/p lJ2 

(1) 

(2) 
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A more detailed onolysis of A requires estimates of the effective arc 

width transverse to the direction of motion. High speed photographs taken 

(i) along the arc axis, (ii) along the direction of motion and (iii) transverse 

to both the arc axis and direction of motion indicated2 that the luminous 

cross-sectional shape oP the arc was more elliptical than circular with the 

major axis transverse to the direction of motion. This suggestion is in 
6,718 accordance with spectroscopic and other recent work . The present results 

do not permit estimates of the arc width to be made, and it is only possible 

to calCulatc effective drag areas and extend the range slready given in Ref.2. 

The results for arcs moving in still air on brass electrodes, including 

those for single end connections given in Ref.2, are shown in Fig.19, where A 

is plotted against U for different arc currents. It can be seen that the 

electrodes with single end connections show practically no variation with arc 

current and there is a steady increase of A from 25 m/s to 580 z/s. On the 

other hand, the results for electrodes with double end connections show that A 

increases with arc current, and for the highest current of 1000 amp A also 

increases with arc velocity. 

The only difference between the above two sets of results is that those 

with little or no variation of A with I include calculated corrections to 

B for the self-magnetic field, while t!lose displaying a variation of A with I 

are for conditions where the self-field is eliminated. It may be that the 

corrections for the self-field are insufficiently cccurnte. The calculations2 

for the self-field are approximate because (i) it is assumed that the current 

is uniform&$ distributed in the electrodes, whereas in fact the distribution 

where the arc joins the electrodes is probably asymmetric, ‘and (ii) only the 

self-field at the gap centre has been calculated nnd no account tcken of its 

variation across the gap and along the electrodes. These variations cre 

indicated dicgrarunaticnlly in Fig.20. 

It should be noted, however, that the calculetid sc:f-field is in most 

cases small compared with the applied field (6 x -6 10 I Wb/m* for d = 1.27 cm) 

so that a small error in the value at the gcp centre is negligible. Hence, it 

would seem thct the variation across the arc gap and any signlficent change in 

the field close to the electrodes due to the asymmetric current distribution 

must account for the diffcrcnce in the results. A comparison of arc shapes 

recorded photographically has shown that on the average they were simllnr, but 

for electrodes with single end connections (self-field present) a tendency to 

produce curved arcs was noticed. This difference was small but could possibly 

be accounted for by a variation of the magnetic field across the arc gap. 
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4.2 Relations between U, B, I and d 

For comparison tnth previous results* we now obtain relations of tne form:- 
m 

and 

U = KI 
"I 

B"* 

A= 21 
(I-2n,) (1-2x2) 

P K2 
B 

(3) * 

(4) 

where K 1s an empirical constant and equation (4) is obtained by comparing 

quatlons (I) and (3). The values of K, n, and xi2 have been obtained for a 

fixed electrode =qacing by plotting loglo U ng:ainst loglo B at constant values 

of I, and loglO U against loglo I at constant values of B, and the results ore 

shown in Table 1, together with those given in Rcf.2 for brass. 

The variations of xc velocity with electrode qcc~g or ?rc lcagth has 

been discussed in the previous reports in this scrics, and It is seen, (Fig.21) 

that they are corp?rzble for dlffercnt electrode confrguratlons and materlols, 

with the exccptlon of clumir.ium. We mny regresect the varxtion of arc vGloclty 

with electrode spacing, d, by relations of the form given by equction (3) end 

Table I, where K is now not constant but depends on d. Fig.22 shows the 

voriatlon of K rvlth d, and no simple rel,?tlon between t'nem could be determined. 

The differences between results with sxgle or double end current 

connections Irld the scme electrode mater181 (brass) could possibly be accounted 

for by differences in the magnetic fl-lld cs dlscusscd in the j?rzvious section. 

4.3 Annlysls using slmilnrlty re!.Ftions 

It was shown in Ref.2 that cn ar.olysis of results on L-ovxng arcs using 

suClcrity ppremeters given by Lord' for mxform arc colucxx~, or,d which evolved 

the arc column voltage gradlent, depended markedly on the valaes used for the 

gradlent. The estimated voltage gradients wi-rc affcctL-d by tbc p?rt of the 

curve, through a plot of arc voltage against +zlactrode gap, used to estlnatc 

the slope. In eddition, it is possible to cstimct2 3 voltcge gradient by 

subtrccting cssumed values for the crc electrode fall voltaces and dividing by 

the crc length or electrode gap. This yields quite dlfferent values for 'Gas 

gradient end i( different relrtlon between the slClnrity pornmeters. Thus, in 

view of the uncertainty involved nnd since for short arcs it is doubtful whether 

a uniform column theory is applicable, the analysis used 1n Ref.2 is not dalt 

with here. 



An effective method of collating c wide range of data on the motion of 

arcs (see later) is to use the parameters given by Dautov and Zhukov', derived 

by non-dimensional analysis. These par,ameters do not include the arc voltage, 

but include the electrode spacing so that it rn,2y be possible to use them for 

arcs displaying a variation with electrode gap or with non-uniform columns. 

The derivation used by Dautov and Zhukov makes no suppositions about the form 

and dimensions of the arc cross-section or of the current density distribution. 

The conditions of similarity have been described' for arcs in the srme gases 

and between the same electrodes, by the following non-dimensional parameters:- 

U d p'/~, I', PO I/d B> B2/po P and L/d 

where p, is the permeability of free space, P is the ambient pressure, L is the 
electrode thickness end the other symbol s have meanings as already difmed. By 
plotting experimcntcl data from Zclesski 2nd Kukekov 10 for arcs moving along 

straight elrtrodes in the form of tine dimensionless arc velocity, 

U d p'/p, I', against ~~ I/B d, Dautov and Zhukw shoJ that U d/I 1s a function 
of I/B d at constant ambient temperature and pressure. The collapse of data 
also indicated that the variation of U d/I with B2/po P was smell. The present 

results for brass electrodes are plotted in the ssme form in Fig.23, together 

with those from other published data (Refs.2 and 10 to l8), assuning a value for 

p at 300%. It is seen that results for straight or rail electrodes and for 

arcs rotating in annular gaps using brass or copper electrodes at atmospheric 

pressure are approximately collated over a wide range of parameters. This 

trend, although approximate, is remarkable when one considers the wide range of 

conditions involved, i.e., 3 amp to 20 K amp, I.3 m/s to 900 m/s and crc gaps 

from 0.1 to 10 cm. The plotted results may be opproximctely represented by: 

U d $/j~, IS = 1.4(l.ro I/B d)-Om6 

with a scatter about a mean line of approximately -L50$. 

In order to obtain a more accurate equation for the dimensronless arc 

velocity we must take into account its variation with B2/po P and L/d. Now, 
since the experimental results are at atmaspherlc pressure, P is constent but 

e change In B causes a change in B2/po P. ALSO, since the results are for 
different electrode spacings a change in d causes a change in L/d, and since 
the results shown in F1g.23 are from different sources using electrodes of 

different dimensions a change in L also causes a change in L/d. From Table I, 
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we olreody know that U depends on a single function of I end B fcr etch electrode 

spccing, and t&t this function is different for cxh electrode configururatlon. 

Hence, for each configuration we vrould expect th?t, at constant P, and L/d,the 

dimensionless crc velocity depends only on I, B end d. In terms of the 

dimensionless parameters we may write: 

U d +/pi I = $(B2/p, P) (11, I/B d)! (6) 

for each electrode confiyrntion rnd constant L/d, where @ is some continuous 

function. 

This is demonstrated in Figs.24(c) ad (b) where the dimensionless crc 

velocity is plotted agcinst p, I/B d for different values of Busing the results 

in the present series of reports for strright brass electrodes. It shoald be 

notlced thnt the results in Flg.2b(b), for double end connections, are for 

electrode spacings from 1.27 cm to 3.8 cr. Thu.s, the dependence of U d/I on 

L/d when d is changed, is mall for the range of gaps consldcred, and now, by 

plotting the velocity parameter ngaicst B2 at fued values of PO I/B d, 

(Flgs.25(n) end (b)), the form of equation (6) mcy bc deterriincd. By r?easuring 

the siopes 2nd extropolat~ng the lines in Figs.24 and 25 the function Q is 

determuied for each set of results rt ctnospheric pressure, i.e., 

for the brass electrodes with single end connections rnd, 

U d &, I = P;‘(B) 
-0.18 &, I,B d)-o.68 +a.02 

(3) 

forthe brass electrodes with double end coIxxctions. The dlffcrence between 

the two sets of results can onVJ be cccounted for by differences in the m,?gnetic 

fields resulting from variations ln the self-field for the cnse with single end 

connactlons, as discussed in section 4.1. 

4.4 Effects of Imposed air flows 

The effects of an imposed air flow clang the electrodes ore dlffcrent 

depending on the direction of the flow rcktive to the dzectlon of the LOrentz 

force. 



When the flow acts against the Lorentz force the observed arc velocity 

relative to the electrodes for constant current and magnetic field is reduced 

by approximagely the same amount as the r:easured flow velocrty at the gap 

centre (Fig.l6(a)) for -24 m/s and -43 m/s. Thus, for the Lorentz force and 

air flow in opposition the arc velocity relative to the oir is ?pproximateljr 

equal to the velocity in still air. This is confirmed by the fact that the 

tot31 arc voltage, and hence input power at constcnt current, is unaffected by 

opposing air flows for constcnt magnetic field or velocity relctlve to the clr, 

Flg.li'(a), indicnt:ng no chcnge in the convection loss. 

On the other hand, the additional effect of a flow niding the Lorentz 
force varies both with the applied magnetic field and the imposed elr velocity, 

Figs.l6(c) and (b) for +46 m/s and +g6 m/s. e.g. 

(i) ct fields between 0.06 Wb/n' 2nd 0.09 We/m 
2 

and cn imposed air 

flow of +46 m/s the arc vcloclty is increcsed by approximately the same amount 
as the air flow, but at 0.01 Wb/m2 the increase 1s only 28 m/e 

(ii) at fields between 0.01 hTb/r? and 0.1 Wb/m2 and an imposed flow of 

+$ m/s the arc velocity IS increased by only about 60 m/s, whsrecs at 1.0 Mb/m2 
I 

the increase is 80 m/s. 

Thus, for the Tnrrntz force and air flow in the same direction, the arc velocity 

relative to the cir 1s app~ux5mntel.y cquel to the velocity in still air only for 

the low air velocity of 46 m/s end comparatively high arc velocities of 110 m/s 

to 120 m/s. This is confirmed by the fact that the trc voltages, znd hence 

input power St constant current, are the same for on air flow of +46 m/s ud 

magnetic fields 0.06 Wb/m2 to 0.09 Mb/m2 as in still air, Fig.lT(a). This 

indicates no change in the convection loss. However, for the range of field up 

to (i) about 0.06 Wb/m2 with +46 m/s flow, Fig.l6(a),and(ii)l.O Wb/m2 with +g6 m/s 

flow, Fig.Ifi(b), the crc velocity relative to the air IS clw~.ys less thzn the 

velocity in still CD for the s?me rnnge of fields. The arc voltages 3t constant 

current over these r<anges nre greater than for In arc in stiil air, Fig.lqa) and (b' 

indicating an mcranse in the power losses or a change in the arc properties, by 

the action of the air flow against the arc wake. 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

This report has shown thot there is a difference between results obtained 

for arcs moving along straight, parallel electrodes in a transverse mcgnetic 

field when either, 

(1) the self-field due to the arrr currcnt in the electrodes is 
eluninated or. 
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(ii) an estimate of this self-field is added to the externally appllcd 
field. 

However, this difference is probably due to the cpproxigote cclculation of the 

self-field; in the absence of time-resolved r;agnetlc field measurements con- 
current with the WC motion it bps not been possible to resolve the difference. 

The effective drrg area for the arc has been calculated and it has been 

shown that this area incrcnses rrith i‘rc v?1ocity. 

Using the results from (i) the present series of reports for brass 

electrodes 2nd (ii) nine other pap-pcrs publlshtd by different authors for 

brass or copper electrodes, it has been shown that a n&hod, epsploying 

similarity parnnaetcrs given by Dzutov md Zhukov, for collating data on Crcs 

moving in transverse ma.gnetic fields 1s cff?ctivc for a wide rcnge of arc 

velocity, currcnt, field and electrode spacing. In addrtion, the results for 

straight brass electrodes In the present series of papers hcvi. been analysed 111 

Inore detail. 

The effects of low velocity irr?posed air flows relative to the electrodes 

hsve been described but only lmited inferences con be mode from this aspect Of 

the wark. The siqle notion that the incrcasc or decrmse in crc velocity, 

dcqending on the flow direction, 1s equz.1 to the flow velocity iS Only 

approxjlnately true when the air stream acts cgainst the Lorcntz force. The 

cddition?1 effect of a g?s stream aiding thz Lorcntz force vcries with the 

magnetic field or arc velocity in still air, and this vnrlation also depends on 

the inposed cir velocity. 

High speed photographic observations at \D5 frmcs per second hcve verified 

that most of the sudden chcngcs in the arc shape recorded prevXusly2 wers due to 

lnsufficicnt framing speed of the camera. 
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B n$ 
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A method, employlw slnllarity ~rarceters given by Cautov and Ztnkov of 
collatlllg data on arc motion in transverse metic fields Is used to 
compare results for the present series of reports with other wbllshed 
data.. and Is shovn to be effectim for a wide We of pamraters from 
eleven different pprs, including the present msults. 

AR: mtlon with a loiv-felocity Imposed alr flow along and relative tr, 
the electmdes has been Studied, and Che simple notIon that the 
algebraic difference betmen the arc velocltles relative to tlm 
electrodes In still and moving air Is equal to the Imposed sir velocity 
1s found u) be only approximptely tNB when the air Stmam acts against 
the am motion. 

A method, employing simlla~lty parameters given by Dautov and mv of 
collating data on PI‘C mtlon In tmnswrs~ metIc fields Is "sad t., 
Co- r8.wlt.s Ior the present series of repofls with other plbllsbed 
data. and is shovm to be errsetive rol- a wide Fangs or pol-a75ztePs fmm 
eleven different pawn, Including the present rsarlts. 

Are "h,tlon with a lo,welocity imposed air flow along and relative to 
the electmdes has bee" studied, and ths slmpla notion that th, 
algebraic dlflerence between the arc -,elOcltles relative to the 
electrodes in still and moving ai? Is equI1 to tha imposed air velocity 
1s found to be only appmxirW,ely true vhen the air st,-ea,,,a~t~ against 
the ar.2 moLlcm. 

A method, employing similarity prameters given by Cautov and Z~kov of 
collating data on am motio" In tra"sv~r~e magnetic fields 1s used to 

com~re resu1t.s for the present series 01 reports with otiur published 
daCa, and Is shorn to be effective for. wide mn@ 01 parpmsters from 
eleven dfrrerent Wpers, including the prese"t results. 

Am motion with P low-vwlOCity imposed air rlow aloW and mlatlW to 

the electrodes has bee,, studled,a"d the slmgle Dotlon that the 
algeuraic difierenca between the am relocltles relative to Cha 
electrodes in still and mO"iW al,- Is equal to the imposed air velocity 
is foluld to be only appmXlmetelY tme tin the air stream acts agalnst 
the *IQ rmt1aL 
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